Abstract
Introduction
Although the architecture of a system is usually documented at the time of its development, evolutionary processes lead to the decay of the initial design and result in a separation between the as-designed and as-built architectures [11] . Because the architecture of the software systems is an important asset for many software engineering tasks such as migrations, impact analysis or feature additions, there comes a time in the life of a system when the actual architecture has to be recovered from the most reliable source of information about it: the source code.
There are many approaches to architecture recovery. One approach, called reverse architecting, consists in recovering the architectural information using a bottom-up approach, by first modeling the lowest level information and then raising the abstraction level by grouping related entities [27, 28, 29, 34] . The main drawback of this approach is that it requires domain-specific knowledge and it is largely manual and therefore time-consuming.
Another class of approaches uses clustering techniques in order to abstract related sets of artifacts into subsystems [19, 20, 23, 24] . Such approaches can be automated in a very high degree, but they have the drawback of having a high number of possible false positives that require manual verification.
Some of the existing approaches are highly dependent on visualization and interaction [13, 26, 25, 32] . Out of these, a distinct class is the top-down exploration tools which use interactive exploration techniques to navigate hierarchical decompositions of software. The problem of these techniques is that from the many views on the system generated during the exploration, only a subset is relevant for the architecture of the system, and this subset can only be detected by the individual analysis of each view.
In this article we propose a classification of the packages that can be used to augment the exploration by annotating the views with information regarding the worthiness of the possible exploration paths. The classification is based on information regarding the structural properties of the packages and on the way they interact with one another. We validate our approach by analyzing the frequency of occurrence of the proposed package patterns in six open-source systems.
Structure of the article. In the next section we discuss the problems that arise with visual architecture recovery. In Section 3 we introduce the concepts we use in the definition of the patterns. In Section 4 we describe the patterns themselves. We validate our approach on several open-source systems (Section 5). In Section 6 we briefly present a tool that implements the concepts presented in this article and then, in Section 7, we discuss the approach from different points of view. We present the state of the art in Section 8 and in Section 9 we conclude with a brief discussion and an outlook on our future work in this domain.
Visual Architecture Recovery
There are many definitions of software architecture, each of them emphasizig another aspect of the concept. The one that we consider in this work is provided by Bass and Clemens: "The software architecture of a program or computing system is the structure or structures of the system, which comprise software elements, the externally visible properties of those elements, and the relationships among them" [4] .
There is a significant variety of tools that support the extraction and recovery of the architecture from a system and in which visualization and interaction play an important role [26, 25, 22] . While some steps of the process (e.g., fact extraction, view generation) are usually automated, none of the tools work without a certain degree of human intervention (e.g., the user has to group related artefacts [25] , the user has to compare the architecture as-extracted with the architecture as-predicted [26] or the user decides which navigation paths to follow [22, 21] ).
One distinct subclass of these tools, the top-down exploration tools, offer the possibility of navigating a hierarchical decomposition of a system [12, 22, 21] . Although there are many ways in which a system can be decomposed hierarchically (e.g., directory structure, clustered decompositions, implicit namespaces, etc.), we limit our discourse to the hierarchical package decomposition of Java systems.
The top-down exploration tools take a hierarchical decomposition of the software system and, starting from the view with the highest abstraction level, let the user generate new views by applying gardening operations [30] :
• Expand. By expanding a node the view is updated and the node is replaced with nodes representing its children.
• Collapse. By collapsing a node corresponding to a package, the node, together with all the nodes representing the siblings of the package are removed from the view and replaced with a node representing the parent package.
During the exploration of a hierarchical package decomposition, based on the previously mentioned operations, many views can be generated depending on the sequence of exploration operations that have been taken. From all these views, only a subset is relevant for the architecture of the system as only a subset of the packages in the package hierarchy represent subsystems.
Example. Figure 1 shows a system in which the packages with subsystem semantics are X, Y and Z. Views which do not have meaning from the architectural point of view can be considered:
• A view in which X is expanded into its subpackages X1, X2, and X3 will not present architectural information because the three subpackages do not have subsystem semantics: they only help in the implementation of subsystem X.
• A view presenting B unexpanded will not present architectural information because B does not have subsystem semantics: it is merely a container for the two components X and Y. The example shows that, the responsibility of deciding wether a view is relevant or not is carried by the reverse engineer. During the navigation process, he has to analyze the view and decide whether all the packages in the view are at the right abstraction level or not. After each exploration operation, the reverse engineer has to address the following questions:
• Is a package at a higher abstraction level than needed?
Then expand it.
• Is a package at the right abstraction level? Then do not expand it.
• Is a package at a lower abstraction level than needed? Then collapse it.
The challenge that results from here is providing a way to automate the package characterization process. To address this challenge, we propose a classification of packages based on their relation with the other packages in the system and on their internal structure. The result of the classification is a set of package patterns that have associated exploration operations that have to be taken once the package appears in a view.
Packages and Dependencies
Packages are the main mechanism for the decomposition and modularization of a system written in Java, and they are essential for the understanding and maintenance of non-trivial programs. However, the packages in Java are defined implicitly, by the mentioning of their name in the definition of a class. Moreover, as the semantics of package containment are not clearly specified, sometimes the term can become ambiguous. We see packages from two points of view:
1. Restricted Package -the collection of classes that belong to a package. The classes defined in the subpackages are not considered.
2. Extended Package -the collection of classes that belong to a package and all its subpackages.
It is important to be able look at the packages in both ways because for some purposes a package can be regarded as a collection of classes while for others the fact that it contains subpackages and the subpackages contain classes is important.
Although Java offers a language mechanism for supporting the modelling of the dependencies between packages (i.e., via the import statement), this mechanism works only at the Restricted Package level. However, for some understanding tasks, the dependency relation has to be aggregated from lower level packages to higher level ones. Sometimes even the number of the dependencies between two packages is important for the understanding of the relationship between them (In Figure 9 the dependencies between two packages are represented as edges whose width is proportional with the number of inferred dependencies).
In this work we consider the dependency between two packages as being "The set of all the class dependencies between the classes defined in the two packages". A dependency has a direction so it makes sense to talk about incoming dependencies and outgoing dependencies.
Example: Consider the packages in Figure 2 . There is no dependency between A and C as restricted packages. On the other hand, there is a dependency between the extended packages A and C. We say that A has an outgoing dependency on C and C has an incoming dependency from A.
Restricted Package Types. During the exploration, we have a set of packages that are simultaneously visible at a given moment in time. We call these packages the working set. Our goal is to characterize a package based on its interaction with the other packages in the working set. To do this we caracterize the interaction of each of its subpackages with the packages in the working set. We distinguish four types of restricted packages: 2. Consumer package -there is a dependency relation from the restricted package to the packages in the working set.
3. Provider package -there is a dependency relation from the packages in the working set to the considered restricted package.
4.
Hybrid package -there is a bidirectional dependency relation between the restricted package and the packages in the working set. Using these types of restricted packages and their symbolic representation as presented in Figure 3 we characterize the interaction between an extended package and its working set by looking at the types of restricted packages it contains and at the way they are positioned in the structure.
Figure 4. The org.bouncycastle package from Azureus
For example, looking at the package in Figure 4 we can see that although it has a rich subpackage structure, only three of its subpackages provide functionality to the packages in the working set. This leads us to think that the package implements a complex functionality which it exposes through a small interface: Indeed, the package in the figure is the org.bouncycastle package in the Azureus system, a package which provides cryptographic services.
Package Patterns
The main problem when visually exploring a system is deciding which of the packages visible at a given moment should be expanded and which should not. Because doing this analysis after each exploration step is too time consuming we decided to encode the knowledge of the process in a set of patterns that can be automatically applied.
The patterns are organized as a catalog and are presented using the following structure: a short description, suggestion, detection rule, rationale and discussion. The Detection Rule is a set of tests which are used to detect wether a package conforms to the pattern or not. For the packages that are conforming an action is suggested in the Suggestion section and the reason of doing so is explained in Rationale. A Discussion ends the description of the pattern.
Iceberg
An Iceberg is a package on which other packages in the working set depend, but the dependency is limited to the restricted version of the package. This means that from the point of view of the other packages, its subpackages are hidden: all they see is the top of the iceberg. 
Suggestion: Do not expand the package
Rationale: Although the subpackages of such a package might use functionality provided by other packages in the working set, the extended package acts as one logical provider of functionality and the understanding of the other packages would not benefit from expanding it.
Detection Rule: An Iceberg is a package for which the following rules hold:
1. The package in the restricted sense is either a Provider package or a Hybrid package.
2. None of the descendant subpackages in the restricted sense is a Provider or Hybrid package.
Discussion: A special case of the pattern is a Perfect Iceberg for which all the subpackages are of type Silent. Such a package is probably a well delimited component and unit of reuse or it could be an implementation of the Facade design pattern. An example of such package is package c) from Figure 5 . A different kind of Iceberg package could be detected by statistical means as being a package for which the exposed functionality/defined functionality ratio is very low.
Autonomous
An Autonomous package is one which contains at least one Provider subpackage and no Consumer or Hybrid subpackages. In other words, an autonomous package does not depend on the other packages in the working set. Rationale: From the definition it is clear that such a package does not depend on any other packages in the working set. This means that it is an independent provider of functionality.
Detection Rule:
In order for a package to be an Autonomous package it has to respect two conditions: 1. At least one descendant of the package, or the package itself, regarded in the restricted sense should be of type Provider. 2. None of the descendant packages or the package itself regarded in the restricted sense can be of type Consumer or Hybrid.
Discussion:
The Autonomous pattern is a more strict rule for detecting modular components in the code than the Iceberg. This is due to the second condition which forces an Autonomous package to not depend on any of the other packages in the working set. If a package is classified as both Autonomous and Iceberg in the same time, the suggestion is reinforced. On the other hand, if a package is detected as being Autonomous and Fall-Through (see package c from Figure 6 ), the Fall-Through suggestion has priority.
The existence of Autonomous packages in a system is a sign of a good modular design.
Archipelago
An Archipelago is a package which contains at least three direct subpackages which, when regarded in the extended sense, do not depend on one another. 1. When the package contains alternative implementations of the same concept (e.g., architecture dependent implementations).
2. When the package represents a collection of entities of the same type (e.g., plugins, entities from the domain model).
3. When the contained subpackages are bundled together for lack of a better alternative (e.g., a utilities package).
Only in the last case it might be argued that it is possible to bring more architectural information by expanding the package. However, it can be assumed that the subpackages are not important for the system if they were bundled in a utilities package, therefore, it is unlikely that the user would obtain architectural information by expanding them.
Detection Rule:
In order for a package to be an Archipelago package it has to respect two conditions:
• It should have at least three direct subpackages.
• The direct subpackages in the extended sense should not depend one on another.
Discussion:
During the experiments that we have performed, we have detected cases where a package that contained several entities of the same kind was not detected as an Archipelago because two out of seven packages depended very lightly on a third. One solution to this problem and other of the same kind would be to modify the rules in such a way that they use fuzzy logic and return a smaller confidence when the rules are not fully obeyed.
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Fall-Through
A Fall-Through package is one that contains a single subpackage and whose restricted version is a Silent package. Such a package should be expanded as it provides no interesting information.
a) b) c)

Figure 8. Possible configurations of FallThrough packages. a) is from Infoglue, b) is from Azureus and c) is from Infoglue
Suggestion: Expand the package.
Rationale:
The description implies that the only information that such a package could provide would be conveyed by its name. Therefore, there is no architectural information loss if the user expands the package. Moreover, by expanding the package, the name of the inner package becomes visible and the visible information becomes more precise.
Detection Rule: For a package to be a Fall-Through package it has to respect two conditions:
1. The package should have only one direct subpackage.
2. The package seen in a restricted sense should be a Silent package.
Discussion: Usually, the top level packages in a java system, are Fall-Through packages. This is a result of having the top-level packages in a hierarchy mimic the domain name of the author. The suggestion might conflict with other suggestions in the case where several patterns apply for the same package (e.g., Autonomous pattern). In case of conflict, the Fall-Through suggestion should have priority.
Validation
To validate our approach, we seek answers for the following questions:
• How often do they appear in real world systems?
• Do overlapping patterns occur? Do they contradict or reinforce each other in their suggestions?
To answer these questions, we perform several experiments. For each experiment, we set up a script that simulates all the possibile ways of exploring a system in a top-down manner and automatically gathers the useful data from system. The systems used for the analysis are the following open-source systems:
• ArgoUML (v0.16.1) -a UML modelling tool [1] .
• Azureus (v2.2.0.2) -a BitTorrent client [3] .
• Columba (v1.0 RC2) -a Java email client [8] .
• Hipergate (v2.1.17) -an web based customer relation management tool [15] .
• Infoglue (v1.3.2) -a content management platform [16] .
• jEdit (v4.3pre2) -a text editor for programmers [17].
How often do the patterns appear in realworld systems?
To answer this first question, we devised the following experiment. For each system and each pattern we set the script to start from the top-most view on the system and successively expand the packages it encounters. Each time a package is brought into view for the first time, it is characterized in the context of the current working set. For the presented patterns this is enough as the characterization stays the same even if the other packages are expanded or collapsed. Table 1 presents the aggregated results of the experiment. The Tested column of the table presents the number of packages that were expanded and classified. The second and third column present the number of packages for which suggestions were made as an absolute value and as a relative value.
The detailed results of the experiment are present in Table 2. In the followings we detail the analysis separately for each pattern.
Iceberg. It is interesting to see that in all the systems, the Iceberg patterns were around 10% of the packages. It is only in jEdit that the percentage is very low. However, jEdit is not very relevant case study as the package hierarchy is minimal. On the other hand, in the jEdit system that we found bsh, a Perfect Iceberg (labeled c in Figure 5 ). At a closer look we understood why the package is so well modularized: it contains the BeanShell Java scripting interpreter [5] which is third party code and therefore, does not depend on the other components of the system. After checking the packages which conform to the Iceberg pattern we did not find any false positives.
Autonomous. The rules for the detection of the pattern were very strictly defined and this is why there was one system where no conforming packages were detected. Besides the strictness of the rules, another reason for the low occurrence rate is that when the reusable components are not that big they are bundled in a single package and when they are big, they might present their functionality through a facade package. Iceberg does not provide this functionality as it has conditions only regarding the top-level package while sometimes the package that provides the functiuonality is lower in the hierarchy. This is the case with the package org.bouncycastle that is presented in Figure 4 .
Some of the detected patterns are surprising. For example package b) from Figure 6 . On the one hand, the package is totally independent of all the packages in the system. On the other hand, the dependence on all the levels of the hierarchy looked suspect. After closer inspection we found out that the package contains 47 interfaces! This explains why there were no dependencies on other packages and why the package was detected as a Autonomous.
System
Tested Iceberg FallThrough ArgoUML  67  5  6  3  1  Azureus  250  34  15  9  8  Columba  171  5  4  3  1  Hipergate  77  5  5  3  0  Infoglue  70  6  23  0  2  jEdit  40  1  8  4  1   Table 2 . The results of the exploration simulation.
Autonomous Archipelago
Archipelago. Although Archipelago does not have a high occurrence rate the packages that were detected were in all the cases conforming to the hypotheses presented in the Rationale section of the pattern: they were either collections of packages with parallel functionality or packages gathering together other utility subpackages.
One interesting fact is that some of the Archipelago packages presented surprising symmetries at the structural level (see Figure 7) . This is probably the result of detecting sets of similar artefacts packaged together. The structural symmetry of the contained packages could be another way of detecting the Archipelago pattern.
Fall-Through. The pattern is well represented in the analyzed systems. It is interesting to see that the pattern is complementary to Iceberg and Archipelago, but not to Autonomous.
Do overlapping patterns occur?
As it can be seen from their definitions in Section 4, the patterns are not always mutually exclusive. Some packages can conform to the rules of several patterns at the same time. To find how often this phenomenon happens, we studied its occurrence in the analyzed systems. Table 3 Table 3 . Pairwise overlapping between patterns. The "(+)" and "(-)" signs indicate wether the two overlapping patterns have identical and opposite suggestions, respectively.
We see that there were only a few packages with multiple classifications. These packages can be split in two categories: (1) the ones for which the suggestions of the various matching patterns are the same and (2) the ones for which the suggestions are contradictory.
For example, in the case where a package is classified as both Autonomous and Fall-Through, the suggestions are contradictory. However, as we proposed in the discussion related to the Fall-Through pattern, in such a case the suggestion of expanding the package has priority. 
Softwarenaut
We have implemented the automatic package characterization process in our exploration tool called Softwarenaut [21, 31] . Figure 9 presents a snapshot of Softwarenaut during the exploration of the Azureus system. The tool provides three complementary perspectives on a system. The exploration perspective is the one where the exploration takes place. The map perspective emphasizes the position of the visible packages in the system's package hierarchy. The details perspective, provides details on the package which has the focus in the exploration perspective.
The tool assists the user in navigation by annotating the exploration view with suggestions based on package patterns. Figure 9 shows one Autonomous and two FallThrough packages emphasized with coloured auras. The packages for which the recommendation is expand are emphasized with auras coloured in shades of red, while the ones for which the recommendation is stop are emphasized with auras coloured with shades of green.
Discussion
Human Decision. We consider the approach presented in this paper a first step towards an automatic decomposition of a system based on its package structure. However, in the current stage, the decomposition process can not be fully automated because there are two situations when human decision is needed: when there are no heuristics that apply on a given package and when there are heuristics that propose different actions for the same package. In these cases the user has to decide the operation based on intuition and the available information.
Visualization Variations. There might be systems where both a package and one of its descendants would be relevant for the same view. With the visualization techniques used in the exploration perspective, only one of them can be visible at a given moment. A solution to this problem could Proceedings of the Conference on Software Maintenance and Reengineering (CSMR'06) be devised using a visualization technique based on nested graphs as the one used in the SHriMP tool [32] .
Data Model. In this paper, we only identified dependencies between packages only by analyzing the invocations. Furthermore, we did not distinguish between different types of invocations. Other kinds of relationships, like inheritance, are also important for the architecture. We plan to explore the different types of relationships in the future.
Patterns Usage. The patterns were developed with the explicit goal of helping in the exploration process. However, there is nothing that impedes their utilization without the visual aids. They could be used to detect violations of good design rules or could detect possible improvements in the package structure of the system.
Extensibility. The simplicity of the approach is both a strength and a weakness. On the one hand, using the same technique other languages and other dependency types can be analyzed. On the other hand, the technique uses only high-level information and more specific patterns can not be found.
Related Work
Research on architecture recovery spans a wide area of activities: Approaches such as Bookshelf [13] , Dali [18] or Rigi [25] follow the Extract-Abstract-View Metaphor [10] , and focus on the creation of condensed high-level views to facilitate program understanding. Most tools differ in the underlying fact extraction technique, in the methods and details of fact representation, and in the analysis and visualization techniques.
Cremer et al. [9] described a graph-based approach for reengineering COBOL programs. Since the focus of their work is on source code transformation, their visualizations are very detailed but do no support abstractions to higher levels.
Ebert et al. introduced GUPRO which is an integrated workbench that supports program understanding of heterogeneous systems on arbitrary levels of granularity [10] . However, it does not concentrate on the abstraction of higher-level views from source code. Moreover, GUPRO supports program understanding via textual information, but it does not include graphical representations to depict its findings.
Extracting architectural properties from large open source systems such as the Mozilla system has been addressed by Godfrey et al. [14] . Their work relied on PBS [13] which is a reverse engineering workbench containing the Relational Algebra tool Grok. PBS does not consider the visualization of metrics to characterize abstracted entities and relationships, or to filter out the information of minor interest leading to more condensed and comprehensible views.
Other works concentrate on diverse coupling metrics: in [6] Briand et al. discuss a unified framework for coupling measurement in object-oriented systems based on source model entities. Based on this metrics they verified in [7] the coupling measurements on file level using statistical methods and logical coupling information based on "ripple effects" [33] . In [2] Briand et al. describe how coupling can be defined and measured based on dynamic analysis of systems. This recent study shows that some dynamic coupling measures are significant indicators of change proneness and that they complement existing coupling measures that are based on static analysis.
Conclusions and Future Work
When only the source code is available, recovering the architecture of a large software system is a difficult task because of its sheer size and complexity. This paper presents an interactive visual approach to architecture recovery based on package information. In the first part we propose a method of augmenting an exploration tool with complementary views of a system in such a way that it makes possible the characterization of packages and views in terms of their architectural relevance. In the second part, we propose heuristics that automate the package patterns detection, and we use these patterns to guide the user in the exploration of the system. The guidance consists in annotating the visualized packages with information of whether a certain package represents an architectural fragment relevant for the current view, or whether the user needs to drill further down into the package hierarchy.
We believe that more research needs to be done in the direction of augmenting and automating the visual exploration of software systems. For example, many of the clustering techniques generate decompositions which have a hierarchical structure, and we want to research how the clusters can be navigated using our the technique.
